
Willis returns to be Tribe's pitching coach 
By Jordan Bastian / MLB.com | 2:04 PM ET + 13 COMMENTS 
CLEVELAND -- The Indians have the ability to return with virtually the same rotation and bullpen next season, and the goal will remain to 
contend for a World Series crown. That made familiarity an important attribute when it came to filling Cleveland's pitching-coach opening. 
 
On Thursday, the Indians turned to a recognizable name for the job, bringing back Carl Willis to fill the role vacated by Mickey Callaway's move 
to become the Mets' new manager. The hiring of Willis comes just three days after Callaway donned blue pinstripes in his news conference at 
Citi Field in New York. 
"We started looking not just at names, but at attributes," Indians manager Terry Francona said. "And then Carl's name kept coming up. So, we 
moved quickly, because there was a lot of competition out there for pitching coaches. And the fact that he knows so many of our pitchers, he 
knows our organization, is a huge bonus. He'll hit the ground running." 
 
This will be Willis' third stint with the Indians, who most recently employed him as their Triple-A Columbus pitching coach in 2015 before the 
Red Sox hired him to be their Major League pitching coach that May. Willis also spent time with Cleveland as a special assistant in 2014, giving 
the organization an additional voice during Spring Training and throughout the season. Willis spent seven years as the Tribe's big league 
pitching coach under manager Eric Wedge from 2003-09. 
Willis said he spoke with four teams about their vacancies at pitching coach, but returning to the Indians made the most sense to him. 
"It's a situation that's hard to find elsewhere," Willis said. "That, along with the fact that I did come back for a brief period of time in 2014 and 
early 2015, and knowing a few of the pitchers, and knowing still most of the staff, it's just a very comfortable situation." 
The upcoming campaign will be Willis' 15th as a pitching coach in the big leagues. He spent parts of the past three seasons with Boston and 
filled the same role with the Mariners from 2010-13. During his initial tour with the Indians, he helped CC Sabathia (2007) and Cliff Lee (2008) 
through their respective American League Cy Young Award-winning seasons. Under Willis' watch, Felix Hernandez won a Cy Young Award in 
2010 and Rick Porcello took home the honor in '16. 
Willis was the coach for Chris Sale this past season, when the Red Sox left-hander struck out 308 batters in a standout showing that has him in 
contention for this year's AL Cy Young Award, along with Indians ace Corey Kluber. The Red Sox pitching staff as a whole finished the season 
ranked second to Cleveland in ERA (3.73), fielding independent pitching (3.78) and strikeout-to-walk percentage (17.9). Boston also set a 
single-season club record with 1,580 strikeouts. 
The Indians also have the ability to return with their MLB-leading rotation, which is led by Kluber, Carlos Carrasco and Trevor Bauer, with 
Danny Salazar, Mike Clevinger and potentially Josh Tomlin ($3 million team option for 2018) adding to the group's depth. 
"There were other opportunities," Willis said. "But, those opportunities didn't include Kluber, Bauer, Carrasco, Salazar -- names of that quality. 
That's very exciting and appealing." 
As things currently stand, Willis will team with bullpen coach Jason Bere to lead the pitching staff, which ranked first in the Majors in ERA (3.30) 
and FIP (3.33) this season. The Callaway-led staff also set single-season Major League records in strikeouts (1,614), strikeouts per nine 
innings (10.1) and WAR (31.7, per Fangraphs). Former pitcher Scott Atchison remains on board as a Major League staff assistant and advance 
coach. 
Earlier this week, Matt Quatraro -- formerly the Indians' assistant hitting coach -- was hired by the Rays to be their third-base coach. Francona 
said the Indians have started compiling a list of names to fill their job opening. 
As of now, the rest of Francona's coaching staff remains intact, though the Indians know other teams may still come calling. That group 
includes bench coach Brad Mills, hitting coach Ty Van Burkleo, first-base coach Sandy Alomar Jr. and third-base coach Mike Sarbaugh. 
"There's other openings out there," Francona said. "So, you never know." 
 
4 Indians named GG finalists 
MLB.com | 3:05 PM ET + 78 COMMENTS 
A quartet of American League clubs and one National League club led the way as the 54 finalists for the 2017 Gold Glove Awards were 
announced on Thursday. 
 
The Angels, Indians, Red Sox and Royals each have four finalists for the honor, which has been awarded since 1957 to a standout defensive 
player at each position in each league. In the NL, the Reds also boast four finalists. After the Gold Glove Award winners are announced on 
Nov. 7 at 9 p.m. ET on ESPN, one player from each league will be named a Platinum Glove Award winner. 
• Past Gold Glove Award winners: American League | National League 
Several finalists are in the running for their first Gold Glove Award, and two positions from the AL will yield a first-time winner. The finalists 
among pitchers are the Red Sox's Chris Sale, the Blue Jays' Marcus Stroman and the Rays' Alex Cobb, none of whom has previously won the 
honor. And in center field, the Royals' Lorenzo Cain, the Blue Jays' Kevin Pillar or the Twins' Byron Buxton will be a first-time winner. 
Arguably the two greatest sluggers in the game today, the Marlins' Giancarlo Stanton (59 home runs in 2017) and Yankees rookie Aaron Judge 
(52) flexed their muscle on defense as well on the way to nominations for their respective leagues' Gold Glove Award in right field. 
Many finalists already boast an impressive history with the Gold Glove Award, which is presented by Rawlings, and will be looking to add 
another. In the AL, Royals catcher Salvador Perez and left fielder Alex Gordon, as well as Red Sox second baseman Dustin Pedroia, each look 
to win the award for a fifth time. 
In the NL, Cardinals catcher Yadier Molina seeks his ninth career Gold Glove Award; he's earned all eight since 2008. Rockies third baseman 
Nolan Arenado is in position to extend his MLB record for third basemen with a fifth straight Gold Glove Award to begin his career. Cubs right 
fielder Jason Heyward could win his fifth Gold Glove Award, which would also be his fourth straight. 
• Cast your vote for Best Defensive Player, more in 2017 Esurance MLB Awards 



This year's Gold Glove Awards represent just one way the game's top performers will be recognized. Voting is underway now for the Esurance 
MLB Awards, which annually honor MLB's greatest achievements as part of an industry-wide balloting process. MLB Awards season will 
culminate on Friday, Nov. 17, when winners are announced live on MLB Network and MLB.com starting at 8 p.m. ET. 
What follows is a complete list of this year's Rawlings Gold Glove Award finalists. 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
Pitchers: 
LHP Chris Sale, Red Sox 
RHP Marcus Stroman, Blue Jays 
RHP Alex Cobb, Rays 
Catchers: 
Yan Gomes, Indians 
Martin Maldonado, Angels 
Salvador Perez, Royals 
Perez nabs Chacin at third 
Perez nabs Chacin at third 
With Wil Myers at bat, Salvador Perez 
gathers a wild pitch and fires over to third 
base to pick off Jhoulys Chacin in the 
2nd 
First basemen: 
Carlos Santana, Indians 
Eric Hosmer, Royals 
Mitch Moreland, Red Sox 
Second basemen: 
Brian Dozier, Twins 
Ian Kinsler, Tigers 
Dustin Pedroia, Red Sox 
Dozier's best defensive plays 
Dozier's best defensive plays 
Brian Dozier impressed at second base 
for the Twins this season, making some 
highlight-reel-worthy plays 
Third basemen: 
Manny Machado, Orioles 
Jose Ramirez, Indians 
Evan Longoria, Rays 
Shortstops: 
Elvis Andrus, Rangers 
Andrelton Simmons, Angels 
Francisco Lindor, Indians 
Simmons' incredible catch 
Simmons' incredible catch 
Andrelton Simmons bobbles a ball and 
snags it with his barehand as he falls to 

the grass to make an amazing grab in 
the top of the 1st 
Left fielders: 
Brett Gardner, Yankees 
Alex Gordon, Royals 
Justin Upton, Angels 
Center fielders: 
Lorenzo Cain, Royals 
Kevin Pillar, Blue Jays 
Byron Buxton, Twins 
Buxton's diving grab in center 
Buxton's diving grab in center 
Byron Buxton goes full extension to 
make a great diving catch in center field, 
robbing Jason Kipnis of a hit in the 
bottom of the 8th inning 
Right fielders: 
Kole Calhoun, Angels 
Mookie Betts, Red Sox 
Aaron Judge, Yankees 
Betts' stellar day in the field 
Betts' stellar day in the field 
Mookie Betts puts together a fantastic 
day in right field, including taking a home 
run away from Josh Reddick in the 2nd 
inning 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
Pitchers: 
RHP R.A. Dickey, Braves 
RHP Zack Greinke, D-backs 
RHP Zach Davies, Brewers 
Greinke starts 1-6-3 DP 
Greinke starts 1-6-3 DP 
Zack Greinke leaves his feet to grab a 
comebacker off the bat of Max Kepler, 
starting a clutch 1-6-3 double play in the 
3rd 
Catchers: 
Buster Posey, Giants 
Yadier Molina, Cardinals 

Tucker Barnhart, Reds 
First basemen: 
Joey Votto, Reds 
Paul Goldschmidt, D-backs 
Anthony Rizzo, Cubs 
Second basemen: 
DJ LeMahieu, Rockies 
Dee Gordon, Marlins 
Ben Zobrist, Cubs 
Third basemen: 
Nolan Arenado, Rockies 
Anthony Rendon, Nationals 
David Freese, Pirates 
Arenado's superb diving play 
Arenado's superb diving play 
Nolan Arenado makes an incredible 
diving stop on a sharp grounder by Chris 
Taylor, then gets to his feet and fires to 
first for the out 
Shortstops: 
Freddy Galvis, Phillies 
Brandon Crawford, Giants 
Corey Seager, Dodgers 
Left fielders: 
Gerardo Parra, Rockies 
Adam Duvall, Reds 
Marcell Ozuna, Marlins 
Center fielders: 
Billy Hamilton, Reds 
Michael A. Taylor, Nationals 
Ender Inciarte, Braves 
Inciarte's incredible grabs 
Inciarte's incredible grabs 
Ender Inciarte shows off his great glove 
by making two incredible diving catches 
against the Mets 
Right fielders: 
Yasiel Puig, Dodgers 
Giancarlo Stanton, Marlins 
Jason Heyward, Cubs 

 
Tribe pitching staff's offspeed strategy pays off 
By Jordan Bastian / MLB.com | @MLBastian | October 25th, 2017 + 13 COMMENTS 
CLEVELAND -- There was a point in the second half last season when former Indians pitching coach Mickey Callaway sat down with Josh 
Tomlin to go over the starter's pitch usage. It was more of a reminder than anything else. Callaway wanted to again stress that Tomlin needed 
to lean hard on his curveball, and the coach pulled up numbers to back that up. 
 
"I used to always say my cutter is my best pitch," Tomlin said. "But, looking at the data, looking at the stuff that doesn't lie, then you see it. OK, 
there it is. Curveball." 
Callaway was named the Mets' new manager earlier this week, but his fingerprints will likely remain on this aspect of the Indians' pitching staff. 
During his five-year tenure as the Tribe's pitching coach, Callaway brought a simple concept to the forefront of his pitchers' minds: Throw their 
best pitch as often as possible. For Cleveland's current crop of arms, the curve quickly became an overwhelming weapon. 
During the 2017 campaign -- one in which the Indians led the Majors in ERA, Fielding Independent Pitching and set single-season MLB records 
in strikeouts (1,614) and strikeouts per nine innings (10.1) -- the Tribe's staff also paced baseball in curveball percentage (17.6 percent, per 
Statcast™). Cleveland's 15.6-percent rate of throwing curves over the '16 and '17 seasons also ranks first in the Majors during that time. 
It helps to have the likes of Corey Kluber, Trevor Bauer, Carlos Carrasco, Cody Allen and Tomlin on the pitching staff, but Callaway convinced 
them to continually increase the percentage of curves thrown. The turning point can be traced back to July 2015, when the Indians' monthly 
curve rate (11.9 percent) overtook the MLB average for the month (9.9). Cleveland stayed ahead of the mean in every month through the end 
of the '17 season. 
In the past two postseasons combined, Cleveland pitchers featured the curve 22 percent of the time. 



"The curveball is harder to throw in the zone for strikes," Callaway said in June, when his pitchers threw curves 18.7 percent of the time for the 
month. "I think what we were missing is that, when you throw breaking balls, you get the benefit of more chase out of the zone. So your strike 
percentage is actually higher, even though your zone percentage might be lower." 
Over the past two seasons combined, Cleveland has held batters to a .176 average, .272 slugging percentage and .206 weighted on-base 
average on curveballs, according to Statcast™. Each of those marks ranked first in the Majors, which had averages of .215 (batting), .346 
(slugging) and .249 (wOBA) in those categories. 
During that same two-year period, Cleveland led the American League in ERA (3.58), FIP (3.62), strikeouts per nine innings (9.4), strikeouts 
(3,012) and strikeout-to-walk ratio (3.5), among other areas. 
"You have less hard contact. You have less balls in play for average. You have less hits with that pitch," Tomlin said. "So, let's throw that more. 
OK, and next thing you know, you go through a stretch where you get six, seven innings per outing and you get your ERA down a little bit lower 
and you give your team a chance to win." 
No matter who the Indians hire as their new pitching coach -- the search is underway for Callaway's replacement -- they will inherit mostly the 
same pitching staff. 
The starting rotation trio of Kluber, Carrasco and Bauer is slated to return, along with Danny Salazar and Mike Clevinger. Tomlin has a $3 
million team option that looks like a no-brainer for Cleveland to pick up. Relievers Bryan Shaw and Joe Smith will be eligible for free agency, but 
the bulk of the Tribe bullpen will remain intact. 
The curveball will also return as a primary weapon for the Indians' overpowering staff. 
"It's just happened over time," Callaway said in June. "I think there's more information on arm care, health, things like that, that are leaning 
more toward velo than breaking balls, when it comes to problems with the elbow and things like that. So, that probably relieves some tension in 
pitching coaches' minds and players' minds that they can go out there and throw 50-percent breaking balls and they're going to be OK." 
 
Callaway instrumental in Tribe's turnaround 
By Jordan Bastian / MLB.com | @MLBastian | October 23rd, 2017 + 53 COMMENTS 
CLEVELAND -- Mickey Callaway blew Indians manager Terry Francona away during his interview to be Cleveland's pitching coach five years 
ago. Francona did not know Callaway previously, but his blend of energy, knowledge and passion made it clear that he was the man for the job. 
 
Callaway never stopped impressing Francona, who began touting his pitching coach over the past few years as a future manager. That future 
arrived on Monday with the official announcement that the Mets have struck a three-year deal to make Callaway their new manager. 
"He's so good," Francona said during a sit-down with local reporters last week at Progressive Field. 
MLB Network Insider Joel Sherman first reported on the decision to hire Callaway. 
Now that the move is official, Callaway becomes the second member of Francona's first staff in Cleveland to be hired as a manager elsewhere. 
Kevin Cash was the bullpen coach under Francona in 2013-14 with the Indians before being hired as the manager for the Rays prior to the '15 
season. When Cash left Cleveland, the Indians hired Jason Bere as its new bullpen coach. Bere will likely be considered for Callaway's former 
position after working with the pitching coach for the past three seasons. 
John Farrell, who was recently dismissed from his role as manager of the Red Sox, was the pitching coach under Francona during his time at 
the helm in Boston from 2007-10. Francona and Farrell remain close friends, but Cleveland will likely look elsewhere to fill its pitching coach 
vacancy. 
Both Chris Antonetti, the Indians' president of baseball operations, and Francona declined to comment on Sunday. 
Indians pitcher Josh Tomlin, who is the longest-tenured player in the organization and has worked with a handful of different pitching coaches 
over the years in Cleveland, was not surprised to hear that a team targeted Callaway to manage. 
"You could see it from the get-go, just the confidence that he exuded through coaching," Tomlin said on Sunday night. " He kind of has an 
overall view on how to use a scouting report and use the information that he was given to kind of tailor-make it for each guy on the staff, 
especially the starting rotation." 
 
When Francona came aboard in Cleveland prior to the '13 season, the Indians were coming off a 94-loss campaign in which their pitching staff 
ranked last in the American League with a 4.79 ERA. Over the next five years with Callaway leading the pitching staff, the Indians reached the 
postseason three times, won two division titles, captured an AL pennant in '16 and ranked first in the AL in wins (454) and ERA (3.64). 
During that five-year stretch, the Indians also led the AL in strikeouts (7,248) and did so on an average of 16.1 pitches per inning (tied for the 
fewest in the AL). 
"That's one thing Mickey harped on," Tomlin said. "Mickey would talk about, 'Do not shy away from contact, because all you guys have good 
enough stuff to get people out in the strike zone. So, do not shy away from it. Then, you're going to get more 0-1, 1-2 counts where batters are 
defensive, and you can get them to swing out of the zone eventually.'" 
This past season, Cleveland's pitching staff -- led by AL Cy Young candidate Corey Kluber -- set single-season Major League records for 
strikeouts (1,614), strikeouts per nine innings (10.1) and WAR (31.7, per FanGraphs). The Indians' staff also led MLB in ERA (3.30), FIP (3.33) 
and strikeout percentage (27.5 percent). 
In '13, Callaway was instrumental in helping Ubaldo Jimenez and Scott Kazmir revive their careers. Under the pitching coach's watch, Kluber 
went from a virtual unknown to one of the best arms in baseball. Callaway and Cash helped convince Francona to put Carlos Carrasco back in 
the rotation late in '14 -- a move that helped the pitcher develop into a solid No. 2 starter. Those are only a few examples of the success stories 
aided by Callaway. 
"The first thing that I noticed when the season started our first year was his level of confidence," Francona said. "It seemed to me that it 
exceeded his experience. Then, as you watch him and you're with him every day, you see that that confidence allowed him to have other 
voices, and get input from other people, and sift through that and take what he wanted. But my goodness, he had such an impact on the 
pitching staff."  
Jordan Bastian has 



Pitch back: Willis returns to Indians as pitching c oach 
The Associated Press TOM WITHERS (AP Sports Writer) 
CLEVELAND (AP) -- Carl Willis had other job offers, none like the one with the Indians. 
 
Following two seasons with the Boston Red Sox, Willis has been hired by Cleveland to replace Mickey Callaway, who helped mold one of 
baseball's best pitching staffs before leaving to manage the New York Mets. 
 
This will be the second stint in Cleveland for Willis, who was contacted by several other teams. However, he chose to return to the Indians and 
oversee a staff that had two 18-game winners (Corey Kluber and Carlos Carrasco), a 17-game winner (Trevor Bauer), the likely Cy Young 
winner (Kluber) and one of the game's best bullpens. 
 
''There were other opportunities,'' Willis said Thursday. ''But those opportunities didn't include Kluber, Bauer, Carrasco, (Danny) Salazar, names 
of that quality. That's very exciting and appealing.'' 
 
With Boston, the 56-year-old guided a staff that finished second in the AL this season to Cleveland in ERA, was fourth in the majors in ERA and 
posted 11 shutouts. The Red Sox also recorded the second-fewest walks and set a single-season franchise record in strikeouts (1,580). 
 
Willis is familiar with many of Cleveland's younger pitchers after serving as a special assistant in 2014 and pitching coach at Triple-A Columbus 
in 2015 before he went to Boston. 
 
Manager Terry Francona said that once Callaway left, the Indians were drawn to Willis because of his background with the club and success 
elsewhere. 
 
''We started looking not just at names, but at attributes,'' Francona said. ''And then Carl's name kept coming up. So, we moved quickly, because 
there was a lot of competition out there for pitching coaches. And the fact that he knows so many of our pitchers, he knows our organization, is 
a huge bonus. He'll hit the ground running. He's planning on talking to most of the pitchers today, and they'll be easy conversations because he 
knows pretty much everybody.'' 
 
Willis has been a pitching coach for 14 seasons and during that time has worked with four Cy Young winners - CC Sabathia, Cliff Lee, Felix 
Hernandez and Rick Porcello. While all are exceptional talents, Francona said Willis' guidance made them better. 
 
''He's had veteran pitching staffs,'' Francona said. ''Every staff he's had, whether in Cleveland he had CC, in Seattle he had Felix, in Boston he 
had (Chris) Sale. He's had the elite pitchers and he's had teams that have won. He's a veteran. He understands. What we didn't want to do 
was, with Mickey leaving, is try to put a Band-Aid and stop a leak or something. We want to get better, and that's what drew us to Carl.'' 
 
Beyond the chance to see if he can help the Indians improve, Willis said returning to an organization where he got his coaching start in 1997 
seemed ideal. 
 
''I just feel like the culture and knowing the people and the expectations, but just how much caring and how much of a family it really is,'' he 
said. ''It's a very, very unique situation. I think a situation that's hard to find elsewhere, and that along with the fact that I did come back for a 
brief period of time in 2014 and early 2015 and knowing a few of the pitchers and knowing still most of the staff, it's just a very comfortable 
situation.'' 
 

What Mickey Callaway's departure means for the India ns 
Zack Meisel Oct 23, 2017 
I was standing beside the entrance to the coaches’ area in the Indians’ clubhouse one afternoon when a mysterious hand appeared before my 
face. Someone was handing me a sheet of paper. 
Scribbled in red ink was a leaderboard of the pitchers in the league who threw the highest percentage of first-pitch strikes. A reader had asked 
me on Twitter a few days earlier about the significance of tossing first-pitch strikes. Mickey Callaway claimed his father had seen the interaction, 
so the Tribe pitching coach, unprompted, compiled a list, which included names such as Clayton Kershaw and Corey Kluber. During spring 
training, Callaway keeps a similar tally on a bulletin board at the front of the clubhouse. 
The pitcher whisperer is bound for New York to manage the Mets. It’s actually remarkable that Callaway lasted five seasons as Indians pitching 
coach. He helped to resurrect the careers of Carlos Carrasco, Scott Kazmir and Ubaldo Jimenez. He worked with the best pitching staff in the 
American League in 2017. And now, he should be salivating at the thought of guiding Noah Syndergaard, Jacob deGrom and Matt Harvey to 
new heights. 
“It hurts when you lose guys,” Terry Francona said earlier this month, “but believe me, the pride wins out, because they deserve that.” 
Jimenez should beg the Mets for a contract this winter. After he left the Indians via free agency after the 2013 season, he thanked Callaway for 
aiding his strong finish to a rocky 2 1/2 years in Cleveland. Jimenez landed a $50 million deal with the Orioles. 
“You’re always grateful for those people who have stuck with you through the hard times,” Jimenez told me in 2016. 
Callaway coached in the Indians’ farm system before he joined Francona’s staff for the 2013 season. He and TJ House engaged in some frank 
conversations, which eventually spurred the southpaw’s ascent through the farm system. He gained some familiarity with other hurlers whom 
he would handle at the major-league level. 



Tribe pitchers commend Callaway for his method of allowing them to navigate their way through bad habits or mistakes. He believes it’s more 
effective for a pitcher to see for himself a particular mechanical or strategic flaw, rather than just instruct them on what to do and how to do it. 
(He’ll eventually offer his own input and reasoning, of course.) 
“The first thing that I noticed when the season started our first year was his level of confidence,” Francona said. “It seemed to me that it 
exceeded his experience. Then, as you watch him and you’re with him every day, you see that that confidence allowed him to have other 
voices, and get input from other people, and sift through that and take what he wanted. But my goodness, he had such an impact on the 
pitching staff. He’s so good.” 
Callaway’s departure leaves the Indians with their first sizable hole on the coaching staff since Francona and Co. came aboard. Aside from 
replacing Kevin Cash with Jason Bere, the Indians’ staff has remained intact since the start of the 2013 season. 
“It’s nice that we’ve had that continuity for these five years,” third-base coach Mike Sarbaugh told me earlier this year. “You hear Sandy’s name 
a lot and think he might get that opportunity. (Brad Mills), hopefully he gets another chance.” 
Instead, it’s Callaway who is moving on. 
Many fans have already inquired about former Red Sox manager John Farrell, a sensible suggestion for a replacement. Farrell oversaw the 
Indians’ farm system for five years before he became Boston’s pitching coach. From 2007-09, both Farrell and Mills served on Francona’s staff 
with the Red Sox. 
Farrell managed the Blue Jays before he proceeded to Boston, where he directed the Red Sox to a championship in 2013. The Red Sox 
dismissed Farrell earlier this month, after the club fell to the Astros in the ALDS. Francona chatted with him later that day, hours before the 
Indians suffered a similar fate against the Yankees. 
The Indians will initiate the process of searching for a pitching coach this week. Callaway and a deep, talented pitching staff left the position in 
pretty good shape. 
“Guys deserve a chance because of the work they do,” Francona said, “and then it’s on us to find the next best person.” 
 
Diamond Dialogue: Indians tasked with finding ‘the n ext best person' after Mickey Callaway's exit 
T.J. Zuppe 10 hours ago 
Do the Indians have a breaking point? 
I mean, every organization has one. A team can only be poached of so much front-office and coaching talent before it starts to feel the effects 
of the mass exodus. The Indians will certainly be tested next year. 
Sure, they've lost smart people before. The game is littered with former Tribe staffers. That isn't a coincidence. They hire smart people and 
empower them, genuinely making everyone feel like they have a valued voice. They've created an environment bigger than any one person, 
outside of, perhaps, Terry Francona and Chris Antonetti's leadership at the top. 
They've also recently withstood the loss of Mark Shapiro and Ross Atkins to the Jays, Derek Falvey to the Twins and Kevin Cash to the Rays. 
They'll be tested again — maybe now more than ever — with the exit of Mickey Callaway (Mets manager), Matt Quatraro (Rays third base 
coach) and possibly others. 
It reminds me of what Francona said at the end of the season: “It's on us to find the next best person.” How many next best people are out 
there? 
So, my first question to you, Zack — if that is your real name — is do you think Callaway's departure creates a void that will be too difficult to 
fill? Could this be an example of an approaching breaking point? Or have you seen the Indians make enough smart coaching and front-office 
decisions in recent years to indicate they'll be just fine? 
Use that shiny crystal ball of yours, would ya? 
Zack Meisel: Am I having deja vu? Have we not had this conversation already? (Damn you, faulty podcast equipment!) 
Ah, well. It's a significant loss to the Indians, since it threatens continuity and familiarity and comfort, but it's certainly possible to maintain those 
things with the right hire. And since the Indians have a handful of internal candidates for pitching coach, someone such as Scott Atchison or 
Jason Bere could pick up right where Callaway left it. That doesn't mean they'll teach in the same manner that Callaway did — pitchers lauded 
his ability to let them work through mistakes or mechanical flaws before imparting his wisdom — but by returning the majority of the pitching 
staff, the unit should be ahead of the curve anyway. (Baseball pun!) 
It's worth wondering, though, what ramifications a revamped staff will have, especially if there's some extra roster turnover this winter. The 
Indians have had a lot of continuity on the coaching staff and on the roster in recent years. 
TJ: That's why I think the hire should come from an internal source. I know there has been a lot of dot-connecting with Francona's former 
assistants, but that would seemingly go against the way they've operated as an organization in the past few years. 
You're right. Bere, Atchison, Steve Karsay, Ruben Niebla, they all will have styles that are different from Callaway, but all are familiar with the 
philosophy within the organization. The Indians' way of going about things is to promote the right candidate from within. That's not to say John 
Farrell or another external candidate wouldn't do a terrific job. But I would be a little surprised if they went away from their farm system of 
coaching talent. 
The flip-side of this coin is Callaway. 
How do you think he'll fare in New York? 
Zack: He has all the tools to thrive, and it helps that the Mets aren't necessarily lacking in talent (on the pitching front, at least). They just need 
to stay healthy. It's about as great of a position for a new manager to inherit as there is. 
The Tigers handed the reigns to Ron Gardenhire, but he'll be overseeing what figures to be a brutally long rebuild. Will Gardenhire survive five 
or six years on the job until Detroit actually can contend? 
Francona is widely regarded as one of the league's top managers (despite any recent ALDS transgressions). Callaway took over the Mets. 
Sandy Alomar used to be a hot commodity on the interview front. Brad Mills has managerial experience. 
The Indians have been — and still are — stocked with coaching talent. 
Why can't the Browns find one serviceable head coach? (I know, I know, apples to oranges. Or maybe apples to rotten bananas.) 



I do wish my crystal ball offered a long-term glimpse at the Indians' coaching staff. Francona said this year took a ton out of him. Will he 
manage until the end of his contract? Who will eventually replace him? I need to know now! 
TJ: I sorta thought, probably much like everyone else, that this would play out with Francona eventually stepping away — whenever that might 
be — with Callaway taking over the reigns. Welp, so much for that. 
Maybe Alomar finally gets that shot? It's a little odd that he went from a being a hot candidate to getting passed over and left behind. He's 
certainly smart enough for the job. And he's now learned under one of the game's best. Maybe? Maybe not? I don't know. 
The Magic 8 Ball says to check back later. Much later. 
With as much concern as there is about Callaway's departure, I also think there should be some excitement within the organization. Despite 
some major decisions on the horizon, the roster is still plenty good enough to compete again next year, and as you said, there are a plethora of 
smart potential coaching hires within their ranks. I think Francona and company legitimately enjoy the challenge of piecing it all together. 
Zack: And fans should be thrilled! For years, we've heard pleas for former Indians such as Omar Vizquel and Manny Ramirez and Albert Belle 
being considered for coaching positions. Well, look at the possibilities! Former Indians Jason Bere and Scott Atchison are already members of 
the big-league coaching staff. Steve Karsay could be considered for the pitching coach vacancy. Travis Fryman and John McDonald have 
contributed to the organization. 
They just need to hire Ronnie Belliard as the new assistant hitting coach and the reunion will be complete. 
TJ: That's 2004 All-Star second baseman Ronnie Belliard, to you. 
Photo 
 
Going Deep: When it comes to baseball's war between old-school and new-school, can't we all just get al ong? 
 Zack Meisel 
Welcome to Going Deep, a regular series in which we’ll take a deep dive into a reader-proposed topic. To submit your question or comment, 
send an email to zmeisel@theathletic.com. 
*** 
As a huge baseball fan and a traditionalist, I will admit that it took me some time to buy into analytics. After learning about FIP, WAR, BABIP, 
etc., I have grown to appreciate the importance of using the best statistics to help with decision-making. 
However, a strong segment of the “analytic defenders” seem to look down on traditionalists who don’t buy into advanced metrics. They reject 
the notion that feel and instinct have a place in today’s game due to all of the data available. On the other side, you have traditionalists who 
believe in feel and certain plays that make the analytics folks squeal (i.e. the sacrifice bunt). 
My issue is with both sides and the stubbornness that they have when it comes to accepting the role that both play in success. Why do you 
think both sides are so ridged and, often, pretentious about thinking their way is the only way? 
— Brian, Denver 
If you only read the final paragraph of that question, you might think we’re holding a political debate. Baseball, though, is also operating with 
something resembling a two-party system. 
Old-school vs. New-school. Traditional vs. Analytical. Saber-toothed vs. Sabermetric. 
There’s no place for condescension in this realm. After all, we’re evaluating baseball decisions and players’ output. We’re not identifying the 
cure for cancer. 
The game and how we assess it are always evolving. The one constant is that everyone wants to make the most sound, sensible, supported 
decisions, whether it’s a manager determining when to yank a pitcher or where to place a batter in the lineup, or a fan arguing the merits of a 
certain player’s bid to capture a piece of shiny hardware. 
 
Those who have followed the game for decades have crafted such arguments in a particular manner. It can be difficult to adapt. Now, though, 
we know that batting average isn’t the most effective way to judge a hitter and that wins are far from a valuable source when sizing up a pitcher. 
At the same time, it’s impossible to eliminate the intangible. Managers have gut instincts, backed by their experience. Front-office executives 
have hunches. Award voters sometimes appreciate attributes such as leadership. Not everything is set in statistical stone. The game still 
unfolds on the diamond, not on a spreadsheet. 
Terry Francona might be the perfect example for this exercise. During his 58 years on the planet, he’s spent more time in a dugout than at a 
desk. But Indians executives rave about how open Francona is to analytics or to different perspectives on in-game decisions, roster moves or 
anything else. The more viewpoints, the better informed a decision can be. Why limit the intake of information? 
Every team has an analytics department, but each organization determines how much emphasis it places on advanced statistics. Sky 
Andrecheck and Keith Woolner conduct much of the Indians’ analytical research, but everyone from Mike Chernoff to Mickey Callaway could 
relay the significance of FIP or BABIP. Those sorts of peripheral numbers encouraged the Indians’ staff when the starting rotation stumbled 
through the first two months of the season. Lo and behold, the unit finished with the best ERA in the American League and the highest WAR in 
baseball (23 percent higher than the second-best rotation). 
The key is learning when each statistic, new or old, is best used to enhance an argument. 
For so long, we thought batting average, home runs, RBI and wins and losses conveyed everything we needed to know. So, some still adhere 
to that. Others have grown to value analytics. On both sides, there are individuals who, unfortunately, are unwilling to reshape their approach. 
From my standpoint, we’re fortunate to have such a wealth of resources at our disposal. We’d be foolish not to capitalize on it. 
And if you disagree with my answer, well, you’re wrong. I’m batting 1.000. 
 
Is Carl Willis the ‘right man' to replace the depart ed Mickey Callaway? The Indians certainly think so 
 T.J. Zuppe 
I guess you can call him Mr. Right. 



OK, fine. Even if you're not willing to make that connection, that's how the Indians view Carl Willis, opting to replace the departed Mickey 
Callaway with a familiar face. Willis, if you'll recall, served as the Tribe's pitching coach from 2003-2009 under Eric Wedge. He'll now return to 
the same role in 2018. 
“We decided to move quickly just because we felt we had the right man,” Terry Francona said. “There was some competition out there.” 
Indeed there was. At least four teams contacted Willis at the end of the season. The Indians were one of those clubs, reaching out to the Red 
Sox's pitching coach last week. In the end, it was ultimately his familiarity with Francona and the Indians organization which helped win him 
over. 
(Their dynamic pitching staff may have helped a little.) 
“There were other opportunities,” Willis said. “But those opportunities didn’t include (Corey) Kluber, (Trevor) Bauer, (Carlos) Carrasco, (Danny) 
Salazar, names of that quality. That’s very exciting and appealing.” 
Once Callaway took the Mets' managerial job, the organization quickly began putting a list of candidates together. Early in the process, they 
began to see multiple reasons why a reconnect was desirable. 
“We started looking not just at names, but at attributes,” Francona said. “Carl’s name kept coming up … The fact that he knows so many of our 
pitchers, knows our organization is a huge bonus.” 
In-between stints with the Mariners (2010-2013) and Red Sox (2015-2017), Willis was a special assistant to the Indians in 2014 and briefly 
served as the pitching coach at Triple-A Columbus in 2015. He has experience working with several young arms on the Tribe staff, including 
Salazar, Mike Clevinger, Shawn Morimando and Ryan Merritt. 
But perhaps the most interesting nugget about Willis is his link to four Cy Young winners: C.C. Sabathia (2007), Cliff Lee (2008), Felix 
Hernandez (2010) and Rick Porcello (2016) each won the award under Willis' assistance and tutelage. Two of those seasons came in 
Cleveland. His work with veteran, talented pitching staffs was a big part of the draw. 
“He's had the elite pitchers and he’s had teams that have won,” Francona said. “He’s a veteran. He understands. What we didn’t want to do 
with Mickey leaving is try to put a band-aid (on it), stop a leak. We wanted to get better.” 
That will be a difficult task. 
During his five years in Cleveland, Callaway helped mold the Indians' staff into one of baseball's best. They finished the 2017 season with 
baseball's lowest ERA, FIP and the highest fWAR total of all-time. They also set an MLB record for strikeouts. Under Callaway's guidance, 
Bauer took big steps forward, Carrasco broke through into his potential and Kluber became a perennial contender for the Cy Young, a bona fide 
ace. 
Willis will be expected to help provide similar results. 
“I think one of Carl’s huge strengths is his ability to connect with people,” Francona said. “I think our pitchers will know right away that he’s in 
their corner and he cares about them. He’s not afraid to collaborate with our (analytics) people. It’s just a really good hire for us, one that 
everybody is not just comfortable with, but thrilled about.” 
Initially, there was some speculation that the Indians could fill the role internally. A group of potential candidates included staffers Jason Bere 
(bullpen coach), Scott Atchison (advanced scout and staff assistant), Steve Karsay (Triple-A pitching coach) and Ruben Niebla (Minor League 
pitching coordinator). Niebla served as the interim pitching coach following the dismissal of Scott Radinsky during the 2012 season. Bere, 
Atchison and Karsay each pitched for the Indians during their playing careers. 
What those four currently lack is the MLB experience and resume of Willis, who has served as a big-league pitching coach for 14 seasons. 
How those years of service will translate to the Indians' current group of talented arms is a major question. But with Bere and Atchison believed 
to be remaining in their current roles (keep in mind, with other jobs still open, they could always lose more coaches), the talent and familiarity 
will hopefully help the transition remain ahead of the curve entering an important offseason. 
That process begins Thursday. 
“My job initially is going to be to learn them and find out what are their keys, what makes them tick,” Willis said. “We want to strive to get better 
… My style is to sit back, to learn, to make connections, to build trust and to treat everyone individually to get the best and the most out of their 
potential.” 
 
Mets manager Mickey Callaway thanks Cleveland Indian s, who are already looking for his replacement 
By Paul Hoynes, cleveland.com phoynes@cleveland.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio - How convinced were the New York Mets that they'd found the right man to be their new manager? 
 
After narrowing a field in excess of 35 candidates to six, they conducted a first round of interviews. A second round was scheduled, but it never 
happened. 
 
"When we ended our first round of interviews," said General Manager Sandy Alderson, on Monday afternoon, "we decided there was only one 
man for the job. So rather than going to a second round of interviews, we spent the rest of our time trying to convince Mickey Callaway to come 
to New York." 
 
Callaway, the Indians pitching coach for the last five years, was officially named the 21st manager of the Mets on Monday. The Indians are 
neck deep in the process of finding his replacement. 
 
"Mickey is coming from a great organization," said Alderson. "He's had tremendous partnership with Terry Francona in Cleveland. We respect 
that organization tremendously and it's one of the reasons we have so much confidence in Mickey." 
 
Callaway, with no managerial experience, becomes the third current big league manager who was a pitcher as a player. He pitched in the big 
leagues with Tampa Bay, Texas and the Angels. Colorado's Bud Black and Cincinnati's Bryan Price are the others. 
 



"I'm probably the most excited guy you're going to see in a long time," said Callaway, 42. "And I cannot wait to get started." 
 
Callaway, who spent three years in the Indians' minor league system before getting the big- league job before the 2013 season, took time to 
thank the Indians. 
"I'd like to thank the Dolan family, Chris Antonetti, Mike Chernoff, Terry Francona and the rest of the coaching staff," said Callaway. "I will miss 
them. They were integral in everything I stand for and I took qualities from all those people. 
 
"I'd like to thank Derek Falvey (Twins) and Mark Shapiro and Ross Atkins (Toronto). And last, but not least I'd like to thank my pitchers in 
Cleveland. When I was breaking the news to them, I was tearing up. I care so much about them and who they are as people. 
 
"This was a very difficult decision. That was probably the hardest part of this whole decision. So thank you to all those people." 
 
Callaway's pitching staff led the big leagues in ERA and shutouts, while setting an MLB record for strikeouts this year. They led the AL in ERA 
for starters and relievers and had three pitchers with 17 or more wins and 196 or more strikeouts. 
 
The Indians, who led the AL with 102 wins this year, have already started making calls to different organizations to seek permission to talk to 
candidates. They're putting together an interview schedule to talk to internal candidates as well. 
 
Antonetti, president of baseball operations, said the loss of Callaway will have an impact. 
 
New Mets manager Mickey Callaway meets the media at Citi Field 
"Mickey made a significant impact on the organization," said Antonetti. "He had a hand in helping with the development of players and people 
throughout our organization. That impact extends beyond just the players, he's impacted coaches, Tito and front office members alike. 
 
"He was a great contributor in his time here and I have no doubt he'll be successful with the Mets." 
 
The Indians, to replace Callaway, will not only be looking for a pitching mechanic, but someone who can work with the players, coaching staff, 
manager and front office. The Indians work on a collaborative level, leaving no stone unturned in trying to improve and take advantage of their 
resources. 
 
There is no shortage of internal and external candidates to replace Callaway. Among the internal candidates are Jason Bere, Scott Atchison, 
Ruben Niebla and Steve Karsay. Potential external candidates include John Farrell, Chris Bosio, Mike Maddux, Dave Righetti and Jim Hickey. 
Kirk Champion, who works with the Chicago White Sox, is also a possibility. He was a finalist for the job after the 2012 season when the 
Indians hired Callaway. 
"There are a lot of qualified candidates out there," said Antonetti. "There are also a lot of organizations looking for pitching coaches right now." 
 
The Mets are one of them. Alderson said they'll be naming a pitching coach soon. 
 
Some say pitchers don't make good managers because they can't relate to position players. Several managers/pitchers have proven that 
wrong. Farrell led the Red Sox to the World Series title in 2013. He was fired at the end of this season. 
 
The Mets weren't bothered by that when they hired Callaway. 
 
"Mickey has always thought about the game far beyond pitching," said Antonetti. "To give you an idea, when he talked to our Fall Development 
group this year, he talked about leadership and the different stages of a team environment and what that looks like. 
 
"I use that as an example that he's been thinking about large, more macro level things than just, 'Hey, how do I improve this guy's cutter?' Will 
there be challenges, of course. But Mickey is exceedingly well equipped to work through those challenges." 
 
The Mets were in the World Series in 2015, but they finished fourth in the NL East this year, 27 games out of first place. Starting pitchers Matt 
Harvey, Noah Syndergaard, Steven Matz and Zack Wheeler missed big chunks of the season with injuries. No doubt there will be challenges. 
Callaway told New York reporters that standing next to Francona in the Indians' dugout over the last five years has prepared him for what 
awaits him. 
 
"Just being around Tito, and seeing what it takes to be a really good manager, prepares me for whatever I have to do to be a good manager," 
said Callaway. "He's the best out there. . .bar none. I've been around some of the best in the game and he's the best. 
 
"He is prepared. He prepares his players. He empowers his staff to do their jobs. I couldn't have been under anybody better to prepare me for 
this job." 
 
Francisco Lindor, Carlos Santana, Yan Gomes and Jose  Ramirez are finalists for AL Gold Glove awards 
By Joe Noga, cleveland.com jnoga@cleveland.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio -- Shortstop Francisco Lindor, first baseman Carlos Santana and catcher Yan Gomes are finalists in the American League 
for Gold Glove Awards at their respective positions, sporting goods manufacturer Rawlings announced Thursday. 



 
Jose Ramirez is also a finalist -- at third base -- despite playing in 88 games at third and 71 games at second base during the regular season. 
 
Ramirez, the All-Star starter at third for the American League, did not appear there defensively after Aug. 20, playing the remainder of the 
season at second. It was a move that pushed Jason Kipnis to the outfield once he returned from injury. 
 
Lindor, Santana, Gomes and Ramirez are among the top three players at their positions in the AL according to a formula that takes into account 
the SABR Defensive Index and a vote of managers and coaches. 
 
Lindor claimed the AL Award, his first, at shortstop last season. This marks the second time Gomes has been named a finalist. Winners will be 
announced Nov. 7 during an awards show on ESPN at 9 p.m. 
 
All four players starred on a Cleveland defense that finished No. 1 in the American League and helped the Indians to 102 victories, including a 
22-game winning streak. The Tribe had the highest fielding percentage (.987) and fewest errors (76) in the AL. 
Lindor led the league in double plays (111) and was second in fielding percentage (.984) while committing 10 errors. He improved his numbers 
in all three categories from his Gold Glove-winning season of 2016. 
 
Lindor faces stiff competition from Los Angeles shortstop Andrelton Simmons and Elvis Andrus of Texas in defending his award. 
 
Santana finished third in the league in fielding percentage and had the third fewest errors among first basemen with at least 1,000 chances, 
while playing the third most games at the position. 
 
Kansas City's Eric Hosmer and Boston's Mitch Moreland are the other AL nominees at first base. 
 
Among catchers who played at least 100 games, Gomes led the AL in fewest stolen bases allowed (33) and stolen base percentage (.579). He 
threw out runners at a 40 percent clip, cutting down 22 out of 55 would-be base stealers. 
 
Kansas City's Salvador Perez and Martin Maldonado of Los Angeles are the other AL finalists at catcher. 
 
Ramirez posted a .972 fielding percentage with six errors and 146 assists in 213 chances at third base. He played 88 games at third, starting 
86 and collecting 736 2/3 innings. 
 
Baltimore's Manny Machado and Evan Longoria of Tampa Bay are the other finalists at third. 
 
Cleveland Indians hire Carl Willis as their new pit ching coach 
By Paul Hoynes, cleveland.comphoynes@cleveland.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio -- The Indians have a new pitching coach, who really isn't new, but just listen for a minute. 
 
Carl Willis, 56, has been hired to replace Mickey Callaway, who was named manager of the New York Mets on Monday. Willis joins the Indians 
after spending the last 2 1/2 seasons as John Farrell's pitching coach with the Boston Red Sox. 
 
Willis has history with the Indians, where he was the pitching coach from 2003-09 under manager Eric Wedge.  During his tenure the Indians 
won the American League ERA title in 2005. He coached Cy Young winners CC Sabathia in 2007 and Cliff Lee in 2008. 
Four pitchers have won the Cy Young award with Willis as their coach, including Sabathia and Lee, Boston's Rich Porcello in 2016 and 
Seattle's Felix Hernandez in 2010. 
 
Willis, 56, will begin his 15th season as a big-league pitching coach with stops in Cleveland, Seattle and Boston. Willis rejoined the Indians in 
2014 as a special assistant. In 2015, he was the Tribe's Class AAA pitching coach before joining Farrell's staff in Boston during the season. 
 
He inherits one of the best pitching staffs in the big leagues. The Indians led Major League Baseball in ERA this year for the first time since 
1954. In the AL, they had the best ERA among starters and relievers. 
 
No. 1 starter Corey Kluber, an 18-game winner, is expected to win his second Cy Young award this offseason. Carlos Carrasco joined him as 
an 18-game winner, with Trevor Bauer adding 17 wins. 
 
Tribe pitchers set an MLB record for strikeouts this year, while walking the fewest batters in the AL. 
 
Willis pitched nine years in the big leagues with Detroit, Cincinnati, the White Sox and Minnesota. 
 
Cleveland Indians like Francisco Mejia at catcher, but door to third base is open in Arizona Fall Leag ue 
By Paul Hoynes, cleveland.comphoynes@cleveland.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio - As a third baseman the Indians think Francisco Mejia is a heckuva catcher. Yet he's in the Arizona Fall League right now 
playing third base just in case he finds a new calling. 
 



The Indians like versatile players. Over the last few seasons it's been hard to tell what positions Lonnie Chisenhall, Jose Ramirez, Giovanny 
Urshela, Yandy Diaz and others were going to play from one game to the next. Late last season second baseman Jason Kipnis joined the 
shuttle as he moved to center field. 
The Indians, in the words of James Harris, who just completed his first season as director of player development, are trying to add some 
versatility to Mejia's game. 
 
"And there's no better way to do it than against some high-level competition in the offseason," said Harris. 
 
What the switch-hitting Mejia does best is hit. He batted .297 (103-for-347) with 21 doubles, 14 homers and 52 RBI this year at Class AA Akron. 
The Indians brought him to the big leagues on Sept. 1, but he was mostly there to watch not play. He still managed to get his first big-league hit 
and RBI, while batting .154 (2-for-13). 
 
Mejia, playing for the Glendale Desert Dogs in the AFL, went 2-for-4 Wednesday with his second home run in as many games. He's hitting .400 
(14-for-35) with two homers and five RBI in eight games. He DH'd Wednesday and has made two errors in his three games at third base. 
 
Observers who have watched Mejia say he's struggled some at third, but lately he's shown signs of improvements. 
"What the reports say is that he's played only two or three games there," said Harris. "But the feedback from a lot of people is that they didn't 
realize how athletic he was. You see it in the swing and you see it behind the plate, but you tend to put that title on him like, 'Hey, he's athletic 
for a catcher.' But he's not just athletic for a catcher, he's athletic. You get to see that with him being on his feet. 
 
"That's the biggest comment that we've got so far. He just needs to get more experience over there to get more comfortable." 
The Indians have two experienced catchers in Yan Gomes and Roberto Perez who are signed to multiyear deals. They stayed healthy this past 
season and showed power and production, combining for 22 homers and 94 RBI. 
 
At third base they have a fluid cast consisting of Urshela, Diaz and perhaps Ramirez, depending on what they do with Kipnis this winter. Mejia, 
conceivably, could be an option at either position in the next year or two. 
 
Harris was asked if Mejia could be an everyday third baseman. 
 
"I hope not because he such a good catcher," he said. "If you open that door too wide - and he's kind of doing that himself with how athletic he 
is ... 
 
"But we see him as a catcher. And we believe he's a catcher. But by adding that versatility, and if you do well over there, people start to say 
what if? Yes, we want to give him that experience and that just adds some tools to his tool box. But we see him as a catcher. 
 
"The good news is when you have good players, you have more possibilities. That's how it works." 
 
Bobby Bradley is one of Mejia's teammates in the AFL. He was also Mejia's teammate at Akron where he hit .251 (117-for-467) with 23 homers 
and 89 homers. 
 
The Indians drafted Bradley in the third round in 2014 as a high school senior. The left-handed hitting Bradley has big power and he's improving 
defensively at first base. 
"The great thing about Bobby is that everybody talks about the bat," said Harris. "But what the Fall League does is show him that being an all-
around player is what he's looking to be. We're not raising him through our system to be a DH. We're raising him as a first baseman. 
 
"So getting an opportunity to get some high intensity reps at first base is what we're looking for. In the process of maintaining his body 
throughout the offseason to be able to do that is what the Fall League is teaching him." 
 
Bradley is hitting .278 (10-for-36) with one homer and five RBI in nine games for the Desert Dogs. He's made two errors and struck out 13 
times. 
 
"When you have success with the bat, you start to hang our identity on that side of the plate," said Harris. "We are hoping that he's going to see 
himself as an all-around player. That's how we see him ... that he's going to go out there and bring some intensity to his defense, which is what 
he's done this year. 
 
"Don't get me wrong. We were pleased with the progress he made this year. We just want him to continue to make that progress in the Fall 
League as he comes into next year." 
 
Carlos Santana, the Indians' primary first baseman, can file for free agency after the World Series. Edwin Encarnacion and Chisenhall are 
candidates to play there if Santana isn't re-signed. Bradley, who hasn't played above Double-A, could make his presence felt in the next couple 
of seasons. 
 
Finalist: Houston second baseman Jose Altuve and Miami's Giancarlo Stanton received the Hank Aaron award before Game 2 of the World 
Series on Wednesday night at Dodger Stadium. Ramirez was a finalist for the AL version of the award. 



Cleveland Indians' Terry Francona named Sporting New s AL Manager of the Year for second straight season  
By Joe Noga, cleveland.comjnoga@cleveland.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio -- Indians skipper Terry Francona has been named American League Manager of the Year for the second consecutive 
season by the Sporting News based on voting by a panel of 19 MLB managers. 
 
Francona becomes the third manager to win the award in back-to-back years, joining Billy Southworth of the Cardinals (1941-42) and Bobby 
Cox of the Braves (2002-05). The award was first given out in 1936. 
Milwaukee Brewers manager Craig Counsel won the award in the National League. 
 
Despite undergoing a heart procedure in July that caused him to miss 18 days and the opportunity to manage the American League in the All-
Star Game, Francona guided the Indians to a 102-win season that included an AL-record 22-game winning streak. 
 
The Indians entered the postseason as the top seed in the American League before bowing out in the AL Division Series against the wild card 
Yankees. 
 
Francona said earlier this month that this season was one of the most physically demanding that he has ever encountered. In praising the 
efforts of his coaching staff, Francona added that he has a responsibility to "make a concerted effort" to get stronger in the offseason. 
 
"I have a responsibility to do some things here, and I felt like at times I leaned on (bench coach Brad Mills) and some of the coaches too much," 
he said. "It's supposed to be the other way around, so I need to get a little stronger so I can uphold my responsibilities here, so I don't short-
change anybody, because that's not good." 
 
Indians president Chris Antonetti, at that point, jumped in and said: "By the way, that's never happened, that he's short-changed anybody." 
Francona received seven votes while New York Yankees skipper Joe Girardi totaled two and Paul Molitor of Minnesota received one in the AL. 
It was the second year in a row that Francona finished ahead of Girardi in the voting. 
 
Francona also won the AL Manager of the Year award from the Baseball Writers Association of America in 2016, marking the second time he 
has claimed that award in his career. 
 
Mike Hargrove (1995) and Eric Wedge (2007) are the only other Indians managers to receive the award from the Sporting News. 
 
Carl Willis returns as Indians pitching coach 
By Jeff Schudel, The News-Herald & The Morning Journal 
POSTED: 10/26/17, 10:37 AM EDT | UPDATED: 5 HRS AGO # COMMENTS 
Carl Willis, the Indians pitching coach from 2003 to 2009, is back with the Tribe in the same role, the team announced on Oct. 26. 
 
Willis replaces Mickey Callaway, who earlier this week was hired to manage the New York Mets. Willis spent the last two and a half seasons as 
the Red Sox pitching coach under manager John Farrell, who was fired after Boston was eliminated by Houston in the ALCS. 
 
The Indians knew the likelihood of losing Callaway was strong, so as soon as the Mets made their move, the Indians were ready to offer the job 
Callaway left to Willis. The Indians did not want another team to beat them to the punch. 
 
“We moved quickly because there was a lot of competition out there for pitching coaches,” manager Terry Francona said on a conference call. 
“The fact he knows so many of our pitchers, he knows our organization, is a huge bonus. He’ll hit the ground running.” 
Indians pitchers tutored by Willis were very successful. The Indians won the American League ERA title in 2005 (3.61). CC Sabathia won the 
American League Cy Young Award in 2007. Cliff Lee won the Cy Young in 2009. 
 
Willis, 56, is stepping into a good situation. Indians starter Corey Kluber is expected to win the 2017 Cy Young Award. The Indians led all of 
baseball with a 3.30 ERA and the bullpen led by Bryan Shaw, Andrew Miller and closer Cody Allen is one of the best in both leagues. Shaw, 
however, will be a free agent next week without a new contract. 
 
“One of Carl’s huge strengths is his ability to connect with people,” Francona said. “I think our pitchers will know right away Carl is in their 
corner and he cares about them. It’s a really good hire for us, one that everyone is thrilled about, because Mickey did an outstanding job for us. 
 
“Everyone knows how much we value our pitching. We think Carl is an exceptional hire.” 
 
Willis has plans to talk to each of the Indians pitchers. He is excited to get going, even though the start of spring training is about four months 
away. 
 
“I got my start with the Indians organization back in 1997,” Willis said on the conference call. “Knowing the people and the expectations, but just 
the caring and how much of a family it really is — it’s a unique situation that’s hard to find elsewhere. Knowing a few of the pitchers and 
knowing most of the staff, it’s just a very comfortable situation.” 
 



Willis also had success with the Red Sox. Boston finished second to Cleveland in 2017 in the American League in ERA (3.70, 4th in MLB) and 
shutouts (11, 19 for the Indians) and recorded the second-fewest walks (465, 406 for the Indians) and set a single-season franchise record for 
strikeouts (1580, 3rd-most in the AL). 
 
 


